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An n’ by k orthogonal array is a collection of k-tuptes of elements from an n-set, such that if 
a matrix is formed with the k-tuples as rows then each ordered t-tuple of elements appears 
exactly once as a row of each t columned and n’ rowed submatrix. If such an array has its set of 
k-tuples invariant under the elements of a subgroup G of S, then the nrray is referred to as a 
G-array. A method is described for constructing a G-array of order nr from an array of order n 
and G-arrays of order r. 
The above described construction is used to produce finite embedding theorems for partial 
3-quasigroups of various types. For a class of 3-quasigroups, such a theorem shows that a ;finite 
partial member of the class can be embedded in a finite complete member of the class. 
Theorems included produce finite embedding theorems for 3-quasigroups atisfying the Eden- 
tities (x, y, (y, x, 2)) = z and ((z, x, y), y, x) = z, for cyclic 3-quasigroups, and conditional embed- 
ding theorems are presented for semi-symmetric and for totally symmetric 3-quasigroups. 
An it’ by k crthogonal array is a collection of k-tuples of elements from an 
n-set, such that if a matrix is formed with the k-tuples as rows then each ordered 
t-tuple of elements appears exactly once as a row of each t columned and ~1’ 
rowed submatrix. For various values of t and k, an n’ by k orthogonal array (or 
more briefly, an array) can be identified with combinatorial or algebraic structures 
such as quasigroups, orthogonal latin squares, and t-quasigroups (t-skeins). 
Much effort has been expended in recent years toward producing finite embed- 
ding theorems for prirtial algebraic and combinatorial structures [9]. These 
establish that a finite partial structure of a specified type can be embedded in a 
complete finite structure of the same type. In the most desireable result of this 
sort, the order of the embedding structure is optimally small relative to the order 
of the partial structure. In several cases, reasonably small embeddings have been 
obtained by using a technique of construction reminiscent of a direct product. 
This was used by Lindncr [ $1 to improve Treash’s embedding theorem for Steiner 
triple systems [12] and by Lindner and Crtise [B] to improve the result of ChafIer, 
Eggen, St. Andre, and Smith [I] for totally symmetric and semisymmetric 
quas+?roups. 
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problems are then produced. In particular, new progress is made in the area of 
finite embedding theorems for partial 3-quas’groups. Cruse [2] has shown that a 
partial 3-quasigroup can be embedded in a finite 3-quasigroup z-?tld the combined 
work of Ganter [3] and Lindner [6, 5) has produced similar results for classes of 
quasigroups satisfying variou: $ets of identities. 
2. 
To avoid confusion at some later point, it is specified at the outset that all 
structures considered here are finite. A partial n’ by k orthogonal array is an 
array in which each ordered t-tuple appears at most once in each t-columned 
submatrix. If dy is an element of the symmetric group, S,, and if 0 is a (partial) 
array then Oly denotes the (partial) array obtained from 0 by permuting the 
columns of 0 according to cy. (By a column of an array we mean the entries which 
appear in a specified position in each of the rows.) When Oa = 0 (i.e. every row 
of 0 is a row of 0) then 0 is said to be invariant under cy. 
A (partial) array is invariant under a subset, H, of S, if it is invariant under 
each element of 2% In this case it will be referred to as a (partial) H-array. In the 
case of a (partial) G-array, 0, where G is a group, the action of G on 0 
partitions the set of rows of 0 into orbits. The (partial) array can then be 
represented by specifying the group G and a single designated row from each 
orbit. This set of designated rows will be referred to as a G-basis of the (partial) 
array. 
If r is a row of the G-array, 0, where G is a group, then the subgroup of G 
which leaves r fixed is the stabilizer subgroup of G corresponding to r. 
For s-tuples c = (cl B c2, . . . , c,) and d = (d,, d2, . . . , d,), define c x d to be the 
s-tuple NC,, d,), (c2, 4J, . . . , (c,, d,)). If R and P are sets of s-tuples, then 
RxP={cxd IceR and dEP}. 
3. e c08ts~cUio 
Let T1 and T2 be complete G-arrays based on the set (1,2,. . . , r} where (G is a 
subgroup of Sk. Also let O1 and O2 be disjoint (no rows in common) partial arrays 
such that .Q1 is a partial G-array and 0 = O1 U O2 is a complete (not necessarily 
G-) array. Further, for a G-basis, (b,, b2, . . . , b,), of T2 let 0, be invariant. under 
each stabilizer subgroup of G 
G-basis, (a I, ti2, . . . , a,} of T1 
C1 U C2 where 
C, = {(s x a& 1 s 1: 01, 
C2 = {(S ’ bi)dy 1 S E 029 
corresponding co an element & Then for any 
define a collection, C of rows as follows. C = 
(x E G, i = 1,2,. . . , s}, 
~6, i=l,2 ,..., m). 
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C is a complete (nr” by k mthogonal array and is invariant under G. 
TO see that C is at leas a partial array, consider two rows (sr x c)a and 
(s2 X & of C which have idet, +ical entries in some t designated columns. It is 
required to show that the rows :: e in f.: 3, identical. Then (sr x c)q!3-' and (s, x d) 
havr identical entries in some t columns and hence so do coup-’ and d. 
If s1 is from Or and s2 from 02, thc:a? siap-’ is in Or. Thus s,c@-’ and s2 are 
both rows of the array 0 and since Aey agree in t positions, they are equal. 
However, since Or and O2 have no common rows, this cannot occur. 
Assume then, that s1 and s2 both come from the same partial array, Oi. Then by 
the definition of C, c and d both come from the same array, ‘&, and thus 
catp;-’ = d. But then c and d belong to the same G-orbit and since both come 
from the G-basis of Y&, c = d. This implies that ap-’ is in the stabilizer of c and 
thus s+x~-~ is in Oi (the case i = 1 actually only requires @-’ in G). It then 
follows that, since Oi is a partial array and since slc@-’ and s2 coincide in t 
entries, sla@-’ = s2. Therefore, (sl x c)a ‘= (s2 x d)p. 
The partial array, C, is a partial G-array since if p E G and (s x c)a E C, then 
((s x c)(3I)P = (s X c)cu/? E c. 
It remains to show that C is a complete array. Let h XC be any t-tuple of 
elements from {1,2,. . . , n}x{l, 2,. . . , r} and consider a designated set of t 
columns. The completeness of C is established if a row of C can be found which 
has the entries of h x c in the designated columns. Since Tl and ‘I2 are complete 
arrays, the t-tuple, c, appears exactly once in the designated columns of each of 
‘I1 and T2. Thus there are permutations cy and p in G and basis rows ai and !Jj in 
T1 and rI; respectively such that aia al:ld bjP contain c in the designated columns. 
ii O1 has h in the designated t columns then, since O1 = O1cy, ih appears in a 
row sa! of O1 and ;. -nce h x c appears in the designated c&Jmns of sar x a,a! = 
(SXa,)lclrECrEC. 
If, on the other hand, h does not appear in the designated columns of 01, then 
it does not appear in those columns OF O,@. But, Op = O,@ U 02/3 is a complete 
array so that h must appear in the designated columns of 0263 and hence in a row, 
to, where t is a row of 02. Then h x c appears in the designated columns of 
t@xbifl=(txbj)@EC’2- c C. Therefore C is a complete (nr)’ by k orthogonal 
array. 
If, in the above construction, the array 0, contains an idempotent row, that is a 
row, d, in which all entries are identical, then the partial array 0, is embedded in 
C as Or x d. The array O2 could be an empty array, in which ca!,e C is the direct 
product of O1 and ‘Il. 
oe 
If P is a finite partial G-array, thea P can be embedded in a complete G-array 
provided that P can be embedded in a complete -array for some subgroup 
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G and provided that appropriate G-arrays T, and T2 as in Theorem 1 can be 
found. Also, T, must contain an idempotent row. In general for einbedding 
puToses, & must contain n,o idenpotent row least the subgroup N need to be all 
of G and thus no advantage gained. 
Examples of this tlype of application of Theorem 1 are given below. The main 
area cf application is to the iinite embedding of finite partial 3-quasigroups. A 
3-quasigroup is an ordered pair (Q, ( , , )) where ( , , ) is a ternary operation on Q 
such that if any 3 of X, y, z, w are given in the equation (x, y9 z) = w, then the 
remaining is uniquely determined. Cruse has proved the basic finite embedding 
theorem for 3-quasigroups [2]. Following the pattern established by the investiga- 
tion of 2-quasigroups (ordinary quasigroups), attention has turned to a search for 
embedding theorems for 3-quasigroups satisfying specified sets of identities. 
Progress on this problem has been made by Lindner 16, 5) and Ganter [3]. 
Applications of Theorem 1 to 3-quasigroups are achieved via the relationship 
between n3 by 4 orthogonal arrays and 3-quasigroups. If a ternary operator (, , ) 
corresponding to an n3 by 4 orthogonal array, 0, is defined by (a, b, c) = d if and 
only if (a, b, c, d) is a row of 0 then the set { 1,2, . . . , n} is a 3-quasigroup under 
this ternary operation. Conversely, each 3-quasigroup determines an n3 by 4 
orthogonal array. The invariance of such an array under a permutation cw from S, 
is equivalent to the satisfaction, by the 3-quasigroup, of a corresponding identity 
[ 11, pp. 153-M]. For example, a 3-quasigroup satisfies (x, y, (y, X, z)) = z if :and 
only if the corresponding array is invariant under cy = (12)(3 4). 
eorerrn 2. A finite pm+tiaI 3-quasigroup satisfying the identities (x, y, (y, x, z)} = z 
and ((z, x, y), y, x) = z can be embedded in a complete 3-quasigroup satisfying 
those identities. 
The given class of 3-quasigroups corresponds to the class of n3 by 4 
orthogonal arrays which are invariant under the permutations (12)(3 4) and 
(14)(2 3). These permutations generate the subgroup K4 of S4 and hence the 
theorem is equivalent to the finite embedding of partial K4- n3 by 4 orthogonal 
arrays. Let P be a partial array of this type. Then P can be embedded in a finite 
n3 by 4 orthogonal array, B, (not necessarily of &-type) by the results of Cruse 
[2]. Let T1 be the &array generated by the basis ((1 1 1 l), (1 1 2 2), (2 I 1 2), 
(1 2 1 2), (2 2 2 2)) and T2 and &-array generated by the basis ((1 3. 1 2), 
(2 2 2 I)}. Then let O1 = P and O2 = B \ I? By Theorem 1 with the same labeling 
of arrays, C is a &-array of order 2 \Bl. (Note that the stabilizer subgroups 
corresponding to the basis elements of Tz are the identity so :,goup and hence the 
choice of O2 is appropriate.) Since T1 contains at least one idempotent rob, P is 
embedded in C as required. 
It should be noted that the order of the embedding 3-quasigroup is twice the 
order of the array B. The smallest known value for this is of order (2 /PI)“, [2]. A 
arpening of the result for the order of B is t 
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An n’ by k orthogonal array which is invariant under the subgroup of S, 
generated by a k-cycle is called a cyclic orthogonal array. Since all k-cycles are 
conjugate in S,, embedding theorems need to be considered for only one 
convenient k-cycle, namely (1 2 3 l l * k). An nk-’ by k cyclic orthogonal array for 
this k-cycle corresponds to a (k - 1).quasigroup satisfying the identity. 
3. If k = 2”, v 2 2, then a fnite partial (k - I)-quasigroup satisfying (1) 
can be embedded in a finite (k - 1 )-quasigroup satisfying (1). 
M.& Let H be the subgroup of Sk generated by the Cc-cycle (I 2 l l l k) and let P 
a partial H- IF by k orthogonal array. Then P can i)e embedded in a 
complete 12 k-t by k orthogonal array, B, by the result of Cruse [2]. Let TI be the 
H-array defined on (1,2) by (x,, xz, . . . , &) E T1 if and only if x1 + x2 + l l a + x, = 
0 (mod 2) snd let T2 be the H-array defined on the same set by (x1, x2,. . . , X&E 
T2 if and only if x,+x2+= 9 l +xk z 1 (mod 2). (TI and T2 are in fact Sk-arrays.) 
Since k is even, TI has some idempotent rows and T2 has none. Let 0, = P and 
O2 = B \P- Any non-identity element, cy, of H is a product of disjoint r-cycles 
where r is a divisor of k and no element of { 1,2, . . . , k} is fixed by cy. Thus,, if a 
row of T2 is to be invariant under LY, then the elements in the columns 
corresponding to any one r-cycle must contain either all O’s or a31 1’s. Hence the 
total number of l’s in the row is a multiple of r and is thus even. But, since by its 
definition, each row of T2 has aG odd number of l’s, no row of T2 is invariant 
under any element of H. Therefore the conditions of Theorem i are h;;atisfied and 
the array C obtained is a complete nkmr by k array with the partial array P 
embedded. The order of C is 2 IPI. 
The work of Linder [5, 61 and of Ganter [3] has provided finite embedding 
theorems for several classes of 3-quasigroups satisfying certain identities. One 
desireable objective is to prove such theorems for each variety of 3-quasigroups 
defined by tkje identities corresponding to a subgroup of &. Theorem 2 of this 
paper and the case k = 4 of Theorem 3 produce significant progress &Nard this 
goal. 
The embedding method made possible by Theorem 1 yields an embedding 
theorem for a class of arrays, given a known embedding theorem for a more 
general class. This means that we can produce a number of conditional embedding 
theorems using this method. Two examples are given her{:. 
When quasigroups are com;idered as n2 by 3 orthogonal arrays the condition of 
commutativity for quasgroups can be viewed as invariance under the subgroup of 
S3 which fixes 3 for the corresponding orthogonal arrays., It is thus relisonahle to 
call a 3-qussigroup commutative if its corresponding orthogonal array is invariant 
under the subgroup of .!& which fixes 4. A 3-quasigroup which is i l under 
the subgroup of even permutations of S4 which fix 4 will be called 
tive. 
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If a finite partial semisymmetric 3-quasigroup can be embedded in a 
complete finite >*emicommutata’ve 3-quasigroup, then it can be embedded ire complete 
finite semisymmetric 3-quasigroup. 
f, Xo use Theorem 1, let O1 be the partial Ad-array corresponding to the 
partial 3-quasigroup, O2 = O\ 0, where 0 corresponds to a semicommutative 
completion of the partial 3-quasigroup . . . . let TI be the Ad-array with basis 
((1 1 1 I), (2 2 2 2), (1 12 2% and let T2 be the Ad-array with basis ((1 1 12), 
(2 2 2 1)). The result follows. 
5. If a finite partial totally-symmetric 3-quasigroup can be embedded in a 
complete finite commutative 3-quasigroup, then it can be embedded in a complete 
finite totally-sym~metric 3-quasigroup. 
roof. The theorem is proved in a similar manner to the proof of Theorem 4 
except that the array 0 corresponds here to a commutative completion. 
. C0lhdiUg 
Theorem 1 
theorems. The 
rem 
can presumably be applied to quite a number of embedding 
applications given here are to k-quasigroups but other categories 
of orthogonal arrays can be considered. For example, Lindner has used essentially 
the same technique to embed cyclic orthogonal arrays which are n2 by k arrays 
[‘T]. Embedding theorems for specific dimensions of orthogonal arrays have yet to 
be considered. Even folr 3-quasigroups, some classes such as the semicommutative 
and commutative 3-quasigroups defy embedding by this technique and, thus far, 
by any other techniques attempted by the author and others. 6f course, some 
embedding theorems, for classes not specificul,.l ..*- .el.Y._ l mttsl m+*;nned here, follow from the 
ones of this paper by the method of taking conjugates [lo]. Finally, it would 
appear that thf- construction given in Theorem 1 would have applications to 
problems other than embedding. 
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